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STANDARD COLORS

2

RUBBER BLENDS

3

FLOOR-ESSENCE METALLICS

ROCK-TRED SOLUTION GUIDE
4

RANDOM FLAKE BLENDS

5

TERRAZZO ROCK BLENDS

WHEN YOU NEED A SOLUTION
CALL ROCK-TRED

COLOR OPTIONS
P O LY M E R C O AT I N G S O L U T I O N S

Defining Excellence Since 1939
6

GRANITE ROCK BLENDS

7

MARBLE FLAKE BLENDS

8

L/S/H FLAKE BLENDS

405 N. Oakwood Avenue. Waukegan, Illinois. 60085
www.ROCKTRED.com • (888) Rock-Tred • sales@rocktred.com
Colors are representative. Actual colors may vary from this chart.

All concrete should be tested for moisture and treated with

Please see your Rock-Tred Representative for samples.

Rock-Tred’s ROCK-BLOCK Moisture Vapor Barrier when indicated

405 N. Oakwood Avenue. Waukegan, Illinois. 60085 • www.ROCKTRED.com • (888) Rock-Tred

DECORATIVE

INDUSTRIAL

est. 1939

P O LY M E R C O AT I N G S O L U T I O N S

ARMOR-FLAKE

FLOOR ESSENCE METALLICS
Optional Chem-Thane WB Gloss or Matte
clear
Chem-Rock Ultra UV with metallic powder
Poxi-Rock Primer tinted

POXI-ROCK TD

ROCK-TRED SL

Chem-Rock Ultra UV or P50/P100 clear coat

Poxi-Rock Dressing tinted

Broadcast of desired flakes

Poxi-Rock Flooring Mortar

Eco-Poxi clear

Poxi-Rock Flooring used as primer

Poxi-Rock Primer tinted

Concrete

Optional protective epoxy or
urethane finish coat clear or tinted
Rock-Tred SL layer tinted
A primer may be needed depending
on porosity of substrate

Concrete

Concrete

Concrete

PHOTO-FLOOR & WALL

GRANITE-ROCK

TERRAZZO-ROCK

CHEM-ROCK BC

Chem-Rock Ultra UV or P50/P100 clear coat

P50/P100 over entire floor clear

Optional Chem-Thane WB Gloss/Matte clear

Broadcast of colored quartz aggregate

P50/P100 to seal in photo image fabric

Chem-Rock UV clear finish coat

Photo image fabric

Chem-Rock UV clear grout coat

P50/P100 clear, used as adhesive for image

Terrazzo-Rock Mortar

Broadcast of colored quartz aggregate

Base Rock-Tred system specified or installed

Wet prime with Terrazzo-Rock mortar liquids

Poxi-Rock Primer

Concrete

Concrete

Chem-Rock Ultra UV or P50/P100 clear coat

Concrete

Creating beautiful floors that last over time is our hallmark.

FLOOR ESSENCE METALLIC SYSTEM

Chem-Rock LV or MV tinted

Novo-Poxi tinted

Broadcast of natural quartz aggregate

Broadcast of natural quartz aggregate

Eco-Poxi tinted

NovoPoxi tinted

Broadcast of natural quartz aggregate

Broadcast of natural quartz aggregate

Poxi-Rock Primer clear

Poxi-Rock Primer clear

Concrete

Concrete

Creating long term flooring solutions for industry is our lineage!

Available Colors:

3

This system can be made to look like metal, wood or stone. Different metallic pigments and finishing
techniques can be combined to create endless design possibilities. The variables that contribute to
the “feel” of the floor are endless. Each floor is a unique, one-of-a-kind creation. This system is
recomended to be only installed my contractors who have complete the Rock-Tred Institute 1, 2, & 3.

GRANITE-ROCK

Available Colors:

6

Color quartz floors typically look great for a few months, but then begin to get dull and dirty looking. Not
true with Granite-Rock! Granite-Rock aggregate has a ceramic baked finish which keeps our colors true
even in the harshest sunlight.

PHOTO-FLOOR
ARMOR- FLAKE

NOVO-POXI CR

Available Colors:

4

7

8

Our Armor-Flake flooring system is available as a random flake* or a full flake system. It is the
perfect choice for light to medium duty areas where aesthetics are a must. This system is typically
installed at 1/16” - 1/8” with either a single or double broadcast of flakes. Once top coated with our
Chem-Rock Ultra UV or P-50/P-100 this system will maintain its crisp color for years and years
without yellowing. *When installing as a random flake finish substitute tinted Chem-Rock LV or P50/100 for
clear Eco-Poxi broadcast coat.

If a picture speaks a thousand words then this system screams for your attention! Photo-Floor & Wall
can be used with nearly any Rock-Tred system to cover an entire area in polymer encapsulated custom
graphics, or to permanently place logos or signage. Let our Photo-Floor & Wall do the talking and leave
your customers speechless!

TERRAZZO-ROCK

Available Colors:

5

Our Terrazzo-Rock System provides the creative design elements, low maintenance and high durability
of traditional terrazzo, but at a fraction of the cost and time to install.

POXI-ROCK TD

Available Colors:

1

When heavy point loads, scraping, impact and vibration are at work there is no better
epoxy overlay than our Poxi-Rock Flooring! This epoxy mortar was created with a
proprietary aggregate that makes it possible to maintain a high resin to rock ratio while
making it easy to trowel apply. This system can be hand or power trowel applied with
ease and can be returned to active service within 6 hours of being installed (when temps
are 72°F of higher).

CHEM-ROCK BC

Available Colors:

1

This 100% solids epoxy broadcast system is user friendly and can be installed at
1/16”-3/16”. It is the perfect system for medium to heavy duty floor areas where a solid
color is acceptable.

ROCK-TRED SL

Available Colors:

1

3

When you need an industrial strength floor in a hurry, you can rely on our 1/8”, resin-rich, 100%
solids epoxy self-leveling system. This system is cost effective, self-priming over most concrete
and easy to install over large square footage in short amounts of time. When the concrete is
porous a primer is recommended to control out-gassing. An optional finish coat can be installed
to meet additional performance requirements such as higher chemical and abrasion resistance,
increased coefficient of friction and better UV resistance. *This system is recomended to be only
installed my contractors who have complete the Rock-Tred Institute 1, 2, & 3.

NOVO-POXI CR

Available Colors:

1

Novo-Poxi CR is a 100% solids high density polymer broadcast system that can be installed at
1/16”-3/16”. It is designed for areas that will be exposed to elevated temperatures or will
require broad spectrum resistance to acids, caustics and other harsh chemicals. For a full list
of chemical resistance testing contact the Rock-Tred technical service department.

ONE DAY INSTALL

WALL AND CEILING

1939

P O LY M E R C O AT I N G S O L U T I O N S

WC E2

FAST-FLOOR UP

FAST-FLOOR EP
Chem-Thane P50/P100 clear or tinted

Chem-Thane P50/P100 clear or tinted

Selected aggregate or flake broadcast
material

WC MAT LAY UP
Non-porous substrate
Porous, uncoated CMU block wall

Clear Rock-Prime DP

Selected aggregate or flake broadcast
material

Chem-Wall Block Filler tinted

Chem-Wall Block Filler tinted

Chem-Rock LT 45 tinted

Rock-Crete Dressing tinted

Chem-Wall Sealer tinted

Concrete

Concrete

Fiber-Mat fiberglass veil
Chem-Wall Block Filler tinted (saturant)
Chem-Wall Sealer tinted
Optional Chem-Thane WB Gloss or Matte

FAST-FLOOR FLEX

FAST-FLOOR WBEP

Elasti-Thane Topcoat
1K or 2K
Chem-Thane P50/P100
clear or tinted

Optional broadcast
layer of flake

Selected Granite-Rock
or natural quartz
broadcast

Elasti-Thane
Membrane WB tinted

Rock-Prime HB tinted

Rock Prime DP in clear

Concrete

Concrete

FAST-FLOOR HT

Chem-Thane WB
Gloss or Matte
tinted and blended
with HT-Part C high
wear filler
Rock-Prime HB or
Chem-Rock LT-45
tinted

Available Colors:

1

6

7

8

This 1/16” system combines our fast set epoxy resins, decorative elements and our high
quality polyaspartic coatings to produce a beautiful floor finish that can be installed in one
day. Not only can you finish the floor in a single day, but you do so with confidence knowing
that our polyaspartic lineup is unmatched in abrasion, gloss and UV resistance!

FAST-FLOOR WBEP

FAST-FLOOR UP

Available Colors:

1

6

7

8

This system allows for application on damp concrete and can achieve a higher film build at lower cost.
To create an even faster cure in the Rock-Crete Dressing basecoat our Rock-Crete Accelerator may
be added during mixing. This system is perfect for areas that will experience temperature
fluctuations such as garage floors and light-duty industrial food and beverage facilities.

Two coats of Rock-Prime HB tinted

Rock-Prime DP tinted

Top coat of Chem-Thane WB Gloss or Matte
clear or tinted

Chem-Wall Sealer tinted

Clear finish coat of P50/P100

For almost every floor there are four walls and a ceiling that need protection. At Rock-Tred, unlike most flooring manufacturers, Wall and Ceiling coating systems are not an afterthought! Rock-Tred has been
manufacturing Wall and Ceiling coatings solutions for decades. We apply the same rigorous testing to these systems as we do to our renowned flooring materials and we make them easy to use!
Available Colors:

1

6

Available Colors:

1

7

Available Colors:

WC E2

Available Colors:

Available Colors:

WC MAT LAY UP

1

Coating CMU (concrete masonry unit) can be a tough chore if you don’t first fill the pores
in the block. Our 100% solids epoxy E2 System combines a high viscosity block filler and
a cycloaliphatic cured epoxy finish coat. This system produces an extremely durable
wall/ceiling coating system for a variety of environments.

1

For critical environments such as research labs, clean rooms and containment areas Rock-Tred
offers our epoxy fiberglass lining system. This system provides a pinhole free and easy to
sanitize surface that requires little or no maintenance. It resists harsh cleaners, acids,
caustics, mild thermal shock and is completely renewable!

8

When safety, beauty and fast return to service are critical our Fast-Floor Flex is the perfect solution! It is
the perfect choice for basement floors, weight rooms, retail environments and any place where a softer,
more ergonomic finish is desired.

FAST-FLOOR HT

Non-porous substrate

Concrete

This one day flooring system is designed with the garage floor market at its center. Rock-Prime HB
provides dry film thicknesses previously achievable only in 100% solids epoxy formulations. By
broadcasting to rejection, capillaries are created during the curing process that act as pressure release
points for moisture vapor. This feature helps to reduce moisture related call backs.

FAST-FLOOR FLEX

Non-porous substrate

Selected aggregate or flake broadcast
material

When faster return to service is required Rock-Tred has you covered. Our Fast Floor series is unmatched for speed, ease-of-use and economy.

FAST-FLOOR EP

WC EP

WC GRAFFITI RELEASE

1

When you need an industrial strength floor in a short period of time look no further than our HT System.
This system combines a tinted high build basecoat and our tinted waterborne urethane with a proprietary
high wear filler to create our most abrasion resistant finish. It is VOC compliant, UV stable and can be
completed with varying degrees of anti-slip texture in a matte or semi-gloss finish. *Available in select
standard colors. Speak to your ROCK-TRED representative for more details.

WC Graffiti Release

Available Colors:

1

Rock-Tred’s Graffiti Release was created for environments like schools, public transportation, correctional facilities and hospitals. This system’s stain resistant top coat helps
eliminate unwanted marring of facility walls and ceilings and makes them easier to keep
clean. This system is low VOC and low odor allowing it to be installed in occupied spaces
where odors and VOCs may be a concern. *Available in select standard colors. Speak to your
ROCK-TRED representative for more details.

WC EP

Available Colors:

4

6

7

8

This system combines industrial strength without sacrificing an aesthetic appeal. It is the
perfect system for factory lunchrooms, employee meeting areas, school hallways and any place
requiring long term performance. WC EP provides excellent, cost-effective protection over
drywall, CMU and a variety of other substrates.

SOFT FLOOR

COLD TEMP SOLUTIONS
P O LY M E R C O AT I N G S O L U T I O N S

COLD TEMP E25

COLD TEMP E45

SOFT FLOOR HUSH

SOFT FLOOR POOL SAFE
Elasti-Thane Topcoat 1K or 2K

Chem-Rock LT 45 finish coat tinted

Chem-Rock LT 25 finish coat tinted

Broadcast of selected material

Layer of natural colored broadcast
aggregate

Layer of natural colored broadcast
aggregate

Elasti-Thane Basecoat Slurry

Chem-Rock LT 45 tinted

Elasti-Flex WB Gloss or
Elasti-Thane 1K
Broadcast of Rubber Blends
Elasti-Thane Membrane WB

Poxi-Rock Primer clear

Chem-Rock LT 25 tinted

Rock-Prime DP
Concrete

Concrete
Concrete

COLD TEMP UTD

COLD TEMP USL
Optional Rock-Crete
Dressing tinted

COLD TEMP ARCTIC
Optional Rock-Crete
Dressing tinted

Layer of Rock-Crete
TR tinted

Concrete

SOFT FLOOR DECK & BALCONY

SOFT FLOOR SPORTSMAT SYSTEM
Elasti-Thane Topcoat 1K or 2K

P200 clear or tinted

Layer of natural
colored broadcast
aggregate into slurry
Layer of Rock-Crete
SL tinted

Elasti-Thane Basecoat

Elasti-Thane Membrane

Chem-Thane P200,
tinted

Concrete

Optional Random Flakes to rejection into
Basecoat

Elasti-Thane Topcoat 1K or 2K

Selected broadcast
material

Sportsmat Pore Filler
Poxi-Rock Primer clear

Sportsmat

Concrete
Concrete

Concrete

Sportmat Adhesive
Concrete

Rock-Tred designed our cold temperature flooring solutions because sometimes you have no choice but to work in the cold. From freezer floors and coolers to unheated
job sites, Rock-Tred has a solution to meet your needs. Rock-Tred’s Cold Temp Solutions meet the guidelines for installation in USDA/FDA inspected facilities.
Available Colors:

COLD TEMP E45

1

This solid color system is composed of 100% solids epoxy resins with no VOCs and very low odor
making it well suited for a large variety of low temp jobsites. This system can be installed down to 45°F
as a slurry, a single broadcast or a double broadcast system. It is an economical, cold temperature
system designed with ease of application in mind.

COLD TEMP UTD

Available Colors:

1

6

7

8

When thermal shock and damp substrates exist and sloping to drains is required there is no better
solution than our UTD cementitious urethane mortar. Formulated to cure down to 40°F, UTD was
designed with food and beverage plants in mind. It has virtually no odor, easily handles acids and
cleaning chemicals and is designed to handle large and constant temperature swings such as hot
water wash downs. *This system can also be formulated with flakes or color quartz and topcoated
with our P100 or P200 polyaspartics.

Available Colors:

COLD TEMP E25

1

Like the E45 system, this solid color system is built with 100% solids epoxy resins, has no VOCs and
produces very low odor. E25 can be economically installed down to 25°F as a slurry, a single or a double
broadcast system.

COLD TEMP USL

Available Colors:

1

6

7

8

When thermal shock is an issue, but sloping is not required our USL is the perfect selection. As a
self-priming, cementitious urethane slurry our USL can be installed down to 40°F on large areas in little
time. This allows for lower installation costs and faster return to service. *This system can also be
formulated with flakes or color quartz and topcoated with our P100 or P200 polyaspartics.

COLD TEMP ARCTIC

Available Colors:

1

6

7

8

This 1/16” system can be installed down to 0°F thanks to our proprietary polyol blend. Arctic combines
our P200 polyaspartic with Rock-Tred’s decorative elements to produce a beautiful finish even in the
extreme cold!

Life is hard, but your floor doesn’t have to be! Introducing our entire line of Soft Floors!

SOFT FLOOR HUSH

Available Colors:

1

2

3

4

When sound absorption and a softer footprint coupled with long term performance are
desired look no further! This 1/8”-3/16” flexible floor can be installed over a variety of
substrates to create a seamless and sanitary flooring solution. Perfect for animal care
and research, child play areas, water parks, etc. *Our Floor Essense colors can be used
by experienced installers after completion of Rock-Tred Institute courses 1, 2 & 3.

SOFT FLOOR DECK & BALCONY

Available Colors:

1

4

This 30 mil system will bridge small cracks and handle deflection often found in concrete
decks and balconies. As an easy to install, economical, permanently flexible coating
system it is perfect for indoor/outdoor locations that need the benefit of waterproofing
and concrete protection at a competitive price. *Optional flake broadcast is available,
with slight modification to the system.

SOFT FLOOR POOL SAFE

Available Colors:

2

While we don’t encourage kids to run around the pool deck, we know they will walk fast-very
fast! Our Soft Floor Pool Safe system provides a safer, softer non-skid surface. It also resists
the chemicals typically used in pool and spa water, ultra violet light, and minor substrate
movement.

SOFT FLOOR SPORTSMAT

Available Colors:

1

4

Our Sportsmat System combines an adhered rubber underlayment with layers of our
Elasti-Thane flexible urethanes to produce a forgiving, but very durable surface. Perfect for
sport facilites, workout rooms, and other recreational areas. Details such as line striping can
be applied to complete any design.

